
Strolling through a boreal birch forest is an experience that evokes wonder and curiosity. The birch tree with its signature bark has long been valued not only for its aesthetics but also 
for its practical uses. The original Mi’kmaq peoples of the Gaspe’ region have a storied history of utilizing birch bark to craft many items from canoes to dwellings. This play garden seeks 
to pay homage to this beautiful craft and thoughtful stewardship of the forest.
 
The concentration of the painted poles forms an abstracted birch forest that provides opportunities for play and discovery. Shorter undulations of poles wind through the forest offering 
challenge and risk. Small clearings in the forest provide space to climb and jump. The moments within the forest allow visitors to pause and view the framed sky above, and the revealing 
/ concealing nature of a dense stand of trees. Directly adjacent are two birch bark shelters that guests are encouraged to crawl under and occupy. These shelters offer space to feel 
concealed, contemplate the garden and natural surroundings, and consider the Mi’kmaq peoples’ forestry techniques.

Suggested Plant Material

Ode to Betula
Calamagrostis canadensis
Canadian Reed Grass

Solidago canadensis
Goldenrod

Matteuccia struthiopteris
Ostrich Fern

Vaccinium macrocarpon
Large cranberry

Ranunculus acris
Meadow Buttercup

Rhododendron groenlandicum
Bog Labrador Tea

 
 
 main pathway 
 [crushed aggregate + wood steppers]
 
 understory planting
 [meadow + forest edge complex]

 forest room
 [wood steppers and seats] 

 birch shelter - small
 [birch bark + crushed aggregate] 

 forest room
 [wood steppers a + climbers] 

 abstracted birch trees
 [20’ reclaimed wood pole; painted]

 birch shelter - large
 [birch bark + crushed aggregate] 

 understory planting
 [fern monoculture] 
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Ode to Betula

birch stand with fern understory

birch bark removal

birch bark supports; time to heal

healing birch bands (to pure black)

use as wigwam covering/shelter

overall view
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south elevation/perspective section A


